
2. Surface geometric and electronic structure: a primer

2.1 Surface crystallography

2.1.1. Crystal structures

- A crystal structure is made up of two basic elements: lattice  +  basis

Basis: simplest chemical unit present at every lattice point
Lattice: translatable, repeating 3D shape that completely fills 

space. Unit cell = basic repeat unit (non-unique).

- Lattices are described by lattice vectors and classified according to symmetry (always 
choose lattice with highest symmetry to describe structure)

- Most important symmetry elements: 2/3/4/6fold rotation axis
mirror plane
screw axes

- Bravais lattices
3D: 7 crystal systems. Triclinic = infinitely many; 6 with higher symmetry
2D: 5 plane lattices. Oblique =  infinitely many; 4 with higher symmetry

In addition there can be several non-primitive lattices for some symmetry classes. Most 
common: base centered, face centered. 



The 7 crystal systems in 3D



The 5 plane lattices in 2D



2.1.2 Describing points, directions and planes in crystals

Point P = h a + k b + l c

Direction Q = OP = [ nh : nk : nl ] with n smallest integer to yield 
three integer indices

e.g. Q = [1:1:0.5] = [221]

h
k

l
Plane R = ( n/h : n/k : n/l ) with n smallest common

denominator (to 
yield integer indices)

Infinities are set to zero. Negative indices get
a “-” on top:  1

e.g. R = ( n/1 : n/3 : n/2 ) = (623)

[square brackets]     single direction (regular brackets)     one plane
<pointed brackets>    set of parallel directions {curly brackets}      set of equivalent planes

Miller indices



2.1.3 Specialties for cubic and hexagonal lattices

Cubic systems (100), (010) and (001) are orthogonal
(and in case of monatomic basis: identical)

[hkl] is orthogonal to (hkl) 

Hexagonal systems Four index Miller notation
( a1 a2 a3 c )

( n/h : n/k : n/i : n/l ) 

Index i is redundant:  n/h + n/k = -n/i

hcp(0001) and fcc(111) differ only
in registry of third-layer 

2.1.4 Ideal surfaces

- Result from simple slice cutting a crystal in arbitrary direction (all atoms remain in their exact positions). 
Alternative names: bulk-terminated, bulk-truncated surfaces

- Low-index:  cut crystal along directions with close-packed planes,  (100)  /  (110)  /  (111)
High-index: all other cut directions



fcc bccCommon low-index planes

(100)

(110)

(111)
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unit cell
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surface 
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[001] n

α

Stepped surfaces Arbitrary cut angles lead to terraces, steps and
kinks (due to discreteness of the lattice)

Terraces, steps and kinks resemble low-index planes

steps

(335)

kinks

(11 13 19)
Alternate notation

S – [ n(hkl) x (hkl) ]

n atoms wide
(hkl) terrace

(hkl) step

Correspondence between Miller indices
and step notation not trivial

Low miscut surfaces often called vicinal
surfaces (first step toward real surfaces
in Surface Science philosophy…)

fcc(7 5 5)
S-[7(111)x(100)]

fcc(10 8 7)
S-[7(111)x(310)]



2.1.5. Real surfaces

- Atoms at the surface experience a different 
bonding environment than in the bulk. 

- Adapting to this leads to:

Relaxation: change in atomic positions, but  
leaving surface unit cell 
unchanged

Reconstruction: changes of the unit 
cell/surface periodicity

- Open surfaces have much higher tendency
to reconstruct than close-packed ones

Describing the selvedge periodicity

Wood notation: Primitive lattice a1, a2
Reconstructed lattice b1, b2

If (after rotation by φ) 
b1 = m a1
b2 = n a2

M{hkl}-(m x n)Rφo

e.g. (2x1), (√2 x √2)R45o = c(2x2)

Park/Madden scheme: Primitive lattice a1, a2
Reconstructed lattice b1, b2

b1 a1
b2 a2

and det M reflects commensurability

e.g. M(2x2) = [2 0 / 0 2], Mc(2x2) = [1 1 / -1 1]

( )     ( )= M



Examples of surface relaxation and reconstruction: metals

Layer relaxation Smoluchowski smoothing

+ + +- - - -
- Layer relaxations
often measured in %
(small absolute changes
in Ǻ)

- Oscillatory multilayer
relaxations

- Buckling/rumpling

fcc(110)-(1x2) missing row reconstruction

Au(111)-(22x√3) herringbone structure

280 
Å



20 Å

Si(111)-(7x7) DAS-model

Examples of surface relaxation and reconstruction: semiconductors

Dimerization at (001) 
surface of group IV 

elements

“Dangling bond
minimization”



- Adsorbates can form 
ordered overlayers (incommensurate or

commensurate)
islands, domains

- Coverage is often measured in monolayers
1ML =  (#adsorbates/primitive unit cell)

=  (#adsorbates/surface atom)

- Different reconstructions/overlayers can lead
to the same periodicity!

O(2x2) 3O(2x2)

Adsorbate overlayers and induced reconstructions

Simple adsorption sites at (100), (110) and (111)

CO-induced clock/anticlock reconstruction

And in extreme cases: facetting… 



Defects

- Can be point or extended defects
- Always present at finite temperature on

entropic grounds:
n/N = exp(-Ed / kT)

- Point defects: vacancies, impurities (dopants)

- Extended defects: screw dislocations, 
grain boundaries,
domain boundaries,
(steps, kinks)
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2.2 Electronic structure methods in a nutshell
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Emphasize conceptual aspects:
qualitative understanding

Free-electron model

Born-Oppenheimer Approximation:

H = Tel + Vnucl-el + Vel-el

Indept. el. approximation
Jellium model Fermi-Energy
Drude/Sommerfeld th. Transport

Band theory Brillouin zone
Kronig-Penney Band structure, DOS
Nearly-free el. model Band gaps, metal/insulator

LCAO Bandwidth↔overlap
Tight binding s,p,d-bands
(Extended) Hückel

Homogeneous electron gas Exchange/correlation
Thomas-Fermi Theory Screening
Random Phase Approx.  Quasi-particle concept

(Fermi liquid theory)

Solve as accurately as possible:
quantitative description

Quantum chemistry Hartree-Fock theory
- Single reference

Møller-Plesset (MP)
Conf. interaction (CI)
Coupled cluster (CC) Density-Functional Theory

- Multi reference - LDA
Multiconf. SCF (MCSCF)           - GGAs (PBE, BLYP)
Complete active space - Meta-GGAs
SCF (CASSCF) - OEP/EXX (B3LYP)

Quantum Monte-Carlo
(Self-consistent) TB

Interatomic Potentials
- Pair potentials, force fields
- Cluster potentials (Stillinger-

Weber, Keating, (M)EAM, 
BOP…)



N.D. Lang and W. Kohn, 
Phys. Rev. B 1, 4555 (1970) 2.2.1. Minimal electronic structure: surface jellium model

rs = 2rs = 5

π/kF

- Ion cores approximated by uniform, positive     
background charge (spatial average),   
confined to semi-infinite space

- Electron density calculated self-consistently
within LDA

Failures:
- exponential instead of power
law image potential (LDA-problem)     

- breaks down for TMs 
(localized d-electrons)

Achievements:
- electron spill out (dipole layer → workfunction!)
- Friedel oscillations
- oscillatory multilayer relaxation
- qualitative description of simple metals 

(Na, Rb): work function, surface energy… 


